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Widely different narratives about 
earnings in recession and austerity

• Myth 1: all private sector pay frozen in the 
recession 

• Myth 2: earnings growth since the recession 
has mostly been between 0 and  1%

• Myth 3: we are in a new era of freezes and low 
increases: a ‘new normal’

• Myth 4: falling unemployment is having no 
impact on pay 



Pay in recession and recovery

• Pay freezes in 2009 never more than c.40%

• Very few freezes in finance and retail

• Private sector pay vs public sector austerity

• Measures of pay settlements: 2 to 2.5%

• ONS data showing earnings at or below 1%

• Big reductions in living standards: how much?

• How much variation across income levels and 
employment status?



Why an earnings conundrum?

• Different measure of pay movements and 
average earnings: what is the true story?

• IDS median for pay settlements 2014 = 2.5%

• EEF median for pay settlements 2014 = 2.6%

• ONS Average Weekly Earnings in the year to 
June 2014 = -0.2% and year to Dec =+2.1%

• ONS ASHE Survey in the year to April 2014 = 
+0.1% for full time employees



Key variable: Settlements, earnings, 
bonuses and hours worked 

• Pay settlements are annual % pay rises and 
changes to other terms which might affect pay

• Earnings might be individual or average

• Bonuses may be captured in the measure, but 
not if the survey is outside the bonus season

• Variable hours leads to  variable earnings: 
overtime or short-time or part-time important

• Most measures are of employees and not the  
self-employed



ONS Average Weekly Earnings 

• Media widely describes monthly AWE as a 
measure of pay rises when it is not

• It is a measure of the average of weekly earnings: 
it is calculated from data from 8,000 companies 
providing their monthly paybill. This is divided by 
the number of employees

• If the overall workforce becomes less well paid 
and there is more part-time working then the  
average is reduced

• Between 2008-13 a 20% fall in jobs in finance 
bear down on the average



AWE and the labour market

• The recession led to widespread redundancies

• Many workers found new jobs but at lower skill 
and pay levels and mostly part-time

• Jobs lost in finance and manufacturing

• Most new jobs in lower paying sectors and P/T

• Large growth in under-employment (3.5 million)

• Low level of earnings in AWE reflects all this

• Also explains OBR conundrum: employment has 
risen without an increase in income tax



AWE by sector (December 2014)

Amount    Rise    Weight in index

Whole economy     £489         2.1%         100%

Private sector          £486         2.5%          81%

Public sector           £489          1.2%          18%

Finance +business  £631         3.1%           21%

Manufacturing        £573         1.7%             9%

Construction           £569%      3.2%             4%

Retail, hotels etc £324         1.5%           24%

(annual growth rates: Published February 2015)     



AWE data on public and private sectors

• Since 2010 a large number of lower-paid jobs 
have been cut/outsourced from the public sector

• The effect of this is to raise average pay in the 
public sector and lower the average in the private 

• Pay growth in public sector is 1.2%. It would be 
closer to zero but for job cuts and outsourcing

• Much of the jobs growth in the private sector has 
been in low paid jobs and high tech jobs.



IDS examples of pay settlements

John Lewis                2.5%    April 2014

Nationwide                3%      July  2014

Rolls Royce Aero       3%    March 2014 

Toyota                         3.1%    April 2014

Tesco                           1.4%    June 2014  

National Grid             2.5%     July 2014

Jaguar Land Rover    4.5%    November 2014

Nissan                         3% +1% merit  Jan 2015 



Analysis of pay trends

Measures of earnings differ. They do not all 
measure the same thing

o Average Weekly Earnings

o Labour Force Survey

o Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings

o IDS and LRD surveys of pay settlements

o Engineering Employers Federation



Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings

Strengths: large sample (180,000 employees) 
based on HMRC PAYE records: data on earnings 
and hours is obtained from employers

Very good data for standard jobs ( eg electrician)

Unreliable for small samples  (eg paramedic)

Good data for employees’ regular earnings but 
poor on large bonuses as it is an April survey

BUT does not include self-employed so weak at 
the higher earners end of the pay spectrum



Labour Force Survey

LFS is a rolling quarterly survey

Sample aims for 40,000 households and 100,000 
individuals

A large proportion (40%) of answers are by 
proxy (other people in the household)

ONS admits that earnings data is less good

Good for employment/unemployment and 
economic inactivity



Measures of pay settlements

• Incomes Data Services aimed to have pay data 
from1,000 organisations (not a strict sample) 
Pay settlements, salary structures and hours 
worked.

• Labour Research Dept almost all trade union 
sourced and reflect collective bargaining

• EEF largely small manufacturing firms

• Private salary surveys common for industrial 
sectors 



ONS monthly labour market statistics

• Monthly data on employment/unemployment 
and earnings: closely watched by economists

• Measures of economic activity and inactivity

• Measures of flows into and out of work

• Data on workforce jobs by industry

• All data series open to misinterpretation



Key areas of debate on earnings data

• Public and private sector earnings

• Regional pay: fact or fiction?

• Is the gender pay gap narrowing?

• Are all new jobs low paid and part-time

• How widespread is underemployment?

• Is most of the jobs growth self-employment?

• Have we become an hour glass society?


